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Abstract: Different demonstrations in Jerusalem shared in incidents and else from the Palestinian cities, which
transferred from peaceful represented in raising emblems in the beginning of the matter, into violent represented
in raising arms and fighting between the Arabs and the Jews once, or against Britain herself at the other at the
end and the most assuring of this scene is the Palestinian Revolution in 1936, which pushed Britain to think of
dividing Jerusalem between the Arabs and the Jews, or Internationalization her. For the government of the
British Mandate understood that the armed confrontation with the angry people is not beneficial, especially
after she had suffered from Plenty of losses, either in equipments or in military supplies. And the military style
is not beneficial to terminate that very long strike, which lasted for a very long spell. So, she had taken her
decision to lead another way to calm circumstances  in  Jerusalem  in  particular  and  in  Palestine  in  general.
And the English policy followed many ways to achieve this destination, the most important of which was
sending specialized committees to Jerusalem, such as the royal committee and the technical committee for
division, which both  called  for   division, or   internationalization.   And   when  the   matter   did   not   work,
she transferred the file as a whole to the spheres of the United Nations. 
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INTRODUCTION Palestine in general and Jerusalem in particular, or at the

The English forces entered to Jerusalem in December in consenting all conflicting parties she transferred
9 , 1917 after the withdrawal of the ottoman forces from Palestine Issue to the United Nations, which called forth

her. The British administration made her capital of the dividing   Jerusalem   between  the  Arabs  and  the  Jews,
Mandate, where it was a residence of the British High or subduing it under her direct supervision, but all raised
Commissioner  and  associations  of the government of projects were failured, because of the acting reality was
the Mandate. At the Beginning of the Mandate Period the forced by the result of 1948 War. And within the track of
Arab British relationship was swinging between incidents and their haste formulations the researcher
cooperation and peacefulness far away from the military attempted to observe steady and unsteady projects of
collision and this situation continued until the Buraq Rise division and internationalization raised by the concerned
in 1929, which formed a joint in changing the Arab committees about Jerusalem affairs at the discussed
outlook of the British policy. The relationship started to period, either which came by Britain and her
move towards violence and at the advent of mid-thirties representatives, or by the United Nations afterwards.
of the Twentieth century and specifically the year 1936
until the relationship reached its worst stage when the Peel and Woodhead Committees: Riots, demonstrations
Great Palestinian Revolution arose. Britain demanded the and revolts which took place on Palestine sphere between
specialized committees to come to solve the conflict the years 1936 and 1948 against Britain and the Jews
between the Arabs and the Jews through dividing caused   to push   the   thinking  of  the  British  Mandate

lowest limit internationalize her. And when Britain failed
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Government on Palestine to divide the city of Jerusalem or The technical committee was received by the general
to internationalize her. Therefore, Britain shoved plenty of strike, demonstration and boycotting. Its work lasted
committees to investigate in the bloody incidents, to view seven months [4].The report of the technical committee
how to get out of the crisis and consent the conflicting (Woodhead) concentrated on criticizing the report of Peel
parties. The first of these committees was Peel Committee, committee, so did the modifications on it in accordance
then directly followed by Woodhead Committee. with a plan called plan (B) then introduced another

The idea of internationalizing  Jerusalem  started modifications on the Plan (B) in accordance with a plan
since the government of London sent a committee to called the Plan (C), which enlarged Britain's part a lot in
investigate in     the    causes    of    the   revolution this division, where it became include, in addition to
which  devastated  Palestine  on  November  11 ,  1936. Jerusalem area, drawn by Peel Committee most of northth

"Peel   Commission",   previous  minister  of  India  [1], Palestine and all AL-Naqab area. And the technical
which terminated her works in  Palestine  after  two committee suggested the northern limit of the special
months from the investigation and a white book was Jerusalem area to locate to the north of Ramallah city and
issued by it, was known as "Report of the Royal not between Ramallah and Jerusalem. And referred the
Committee". Here the idea of internationalizing Jerusalem causes of that to matters related to defence and existence
clearly. It was mentioned in the book of what concerns of the Palestinian Wireless Broadcasting Service at one
Jerusalem" keeping the sacredness of both cities mile far north of Ramallah city. [5] And the Arabs had
Jerusalem and Bethlehem and guarantee reaching rejected the report as did the Jews. [6,7] And due to the
themboth freely and calmly to those who want that from Arab and Jewish reactions Britain issued what was known
all  over  the  world. The project considered that as a as "the White Book" on may 17 , 1939, in which she
sacred honesty in the neck of the city and to achieve that announced her retreat, from the division and
the necessity was assured to lay anew  Mandate,  his internationalization decision [8].
main destination is to perform this honesty at the best".
The project worded that this honesty does not terminate Fitzgerald Report: The team resignation Presented by the
except if the League of Nations wished that. But what Arab Municipality Council members in 1944 caused the
concerns the future of Jerusalem area it self, the High Commissioner appoint an investigation committee in
recommendations of the committee had enlarged its the administration of Jerusalem Local Municipality made
borders, which became stretching to a point reaches headed by Sir William Fitzgerald, Head of the Sublime
Ramallah and a point locates south of Bethlehem and Court, to present a report concerning the administrative
added to this area  stretch  towards  the  west connects situation in the Municipality and laying the appropriate
her with the Mediterranean sea at a point locates south solutions of it. 
Jafa city. And this area is not included in Bulfour’s Results of report were that "bewared the possibility
Declaration. And the formal language in it is the English of cooperation between the Arabs and the Jews at work
language. And it should remain subduing to the Mandate. to execute  the  rule  of  municipalities  of  the  year  1934.
And this Mandate should include (both Nazareth and The report indicated to that acting discrepancy between
Tiberias for their sacredness) [2]. the Arabs and the Jews for the city as a municipality and

The High Arab Committee announced from Jerusalem treating her as an administrative province, which does not
its rejection of Peel’s idea and all parties and institutions accept division. And Putting her under supervision of an
supported it and the Arab governments and announced administrative   council   like  London  Province  council.
that Jerusalem is un partial part from the Arab Homeland. And this province has to cover the area of organizing the
And the Jews too rejected it, because it deprived them city and dividing hereinto quarters, like London. 
form (Jerusalem and Naqab) [3]. The report recommended the city to be divided into

At the effect of the bloody incidents, which followed two great fields on the basis of the majority of population,
the report of Peel committee the British Government for one of them both represents the inhabitants of the
appointed a committee to study the project of division Jews  and  the  other  represents  the  Arab  inhabitants,
and the suggested internationalization by Peel Committee but   the   part   that   remains   (the   area   of   organizing
and this committee was known as the technical committee, the city and reality  out  side  the  limits  of  both  fields),
headed by (Sir John Woodhead).And it had arrived to so, it is obliged that a direct administrative council to
Jerusalem on April 27 , 1938 at the combat of incidents under take its administration, in condition that theth

aggravation and riots in Palestine in general and suggestion should be taken to enlarge the limits of the
Jerusalem in particular [4]. Municipality.

th
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The report suggested entrusting the council the right communications administered by a mixed central
of confirming, modifying, or rejecting the projects shown government and the central government is entrusted with
to him, in addition to the issues directly related to the supervising immigration and its organization within the
sacred places, archeological sites and laying them under limits of economic capacity of provinces. [7] And a
the direct supervision of the High Commissioner. council is founded in Jerusalem province with authority of

The Arabs rejected what came in that report and so the municipal council and the majority of its members are
did the Jews. And it was known that this report did not elected, in condition that the High Commissioner has the
force the government to implement it on reality [6]. But the right in appointing some of them. [10] But these
government got benefit of what was included, of what suggestions terminated into failure. 
concerns enlarging the limits of the municipality and The conference resumed its works on January 27 ,
replanting and confirming the idea of internationalizing 1947 and a delegate from Palestine Arabs presented it
Jerusalem, or at the lowest limit dividing her. meanwhile the Jewish Agency Abstained from sending a

The idea of dividing and internationalizing Jerusalem delegate to the conference, because it conditioned the
remained detained on the shelves until the British Foreign conference to  discuss  the  rise  of  a   Jewish  State  [7].
Minister, Ernest Bevin delivered a communiqué in the The conference entered the same vicious circle once again
British Parliament on November 13 , 1945 about the as a result of colliding bases between the rejecting Arabth

Palestinian problem, cleared that his government intends stand of the idea of division or internationalization and
to participate the United States of America in a mutual the British stand which crystallized in this round with
committee to discuss the issue of the European Jews and suggestions presented by Bevin, were known as Bevin
the Palestinian problem and present suggestions Project, which called for the British Government to
concerning them both [9]. undertake guardianship on Palestine to a transitional

The Englo American Committee arrived to Jerusalem period, its duration is five years, during which the Arab
on   March   6 ,   1946   and   stayed   there  thirty   days, and Jewish intensified territories are granted largeth

then transferred after that among a number of Arab and authorities in the local government and the Jewish
European capitals and after that published the complete immigration     is    confined    to    the   Jewish   territory,
report on May, 1946 and cleared that it is impossible to in condition that to review the Palestinian Problem at the
separate the territories that comprise the sacred places termination of this period. The Arab delegates rejected the
and   shrines   of   the  three  religions  Geographically, Project and in turn the Jewish Agency announced her
because they scatter all over Palestine and not in rejection of Bevin suggestions assuring her demands by
Jerusalem alone [6]. And thereupon, the issue as a whole founding a Jewish State pliable to life. And so the second
has to be transferred to the spheres of the United Nations. round  reached  a  closed  road  in  London  Conference.

London Conference 1946-1947: What both committees February 14 , 1947 [7,11] Britain decided as circulated by
Peel and Woodhead founded of plans to the situation of her foreign minister Bevin's tongue, to submit the issue to
Jerusalem and her future and to be treated a separate the United Nations. And Bevin had justified that by
treatment from all Palestine. That became ever since a claiming that the White Book issued in 1939 is an
main constituent of the British policy constituents international document no means to cancel it except by an
towards Palestine, to be transferred to the core of the international institution. He cleared that in his speech at
international stands of her. the British House of Commons on February 23 , 1947,

London Conference held its first round between which included" that Britain cannot force a final solution
September 10 , and November 2 , 1946 with the presence by force, because it is a mandatory power. There upon itth nd

of the Arab states delegates and the British Government became obliged to raise the matter to the United Nations
presented a project  for  solving  the  Palestinian  Problem, to decide and force the solution, which she views
it was known as "Morrison, vice prime minister project". appropriate [12].
That project included dividing Palestine into four
territories, Arab territory, Jewish territory, Jerusalem Issue of  Jerusalem  in  Front  of  the  United  Nations:
territory (covers Jerusalem and Bethlehem and suburbs) Britain succeeded through her foreign minister, Bevin in
and Naqab territory. Each of them is administered by a preparing the international climate to accept her
local administration with self-independence and all of decisionof submitting the problem to the United Nations,
them are specified in defense affairs, customs and hoping to recommend a settlement of it and it  was  agreed

th

And in the terminal session of the Conference on
th

rd
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upon on April 8 , 1947. The Palestinian Problem was November 25 , 1947 the special committee submitted itsth

enlisted on the time table of works  of  the  next  regular report to the public institution to vote on it, for it agreed
round of the General Assembly of the United Nations. upon it on November 29  with thirty-three votes for
And an exceptional round was held to form a special thirteen and abstention of ten votes from voting [14]. 
committee to review the issue and to raise a report about
it to the General Assembly in the next round and on 28 , Jerusalem in the Decision of Division: The decision ofth

of the same month the General Assembly held an division No.181 on November 29 , 1947 issued by the
exceptional round  and  a  special  committee  was  formed General Assembly of the United Nations had covered in
for   the    United    Nations    concerning   Palestine, the third part of it a special section concerning Jerusalem,
called (UNSCOP) United Nations Special Committee On worded that Jerusalem is considered an international
Palestine [8,13]. And forming a committee to investigate territory and a separate entity "Corpus Sepatum" with
in Palestine Problem, consists of eleven states [8]. exceptional situation, under a special international regime,

The Committee prepared its final report on 31 . the United Nations herself is running it. The decision hadst

August, 1947 and was divided into two parts concerning distinguished   Jerusalem    from   the   rest   of  Palestine,
its recommendations. It submitted two plans for solution. so it became an independent unit within an international
Majority Plan   supported   by   representatives of regime [15]. And the decision included the following. 
(Canada Czechoslovakia, Guatemala, Holland, Beru, The city covers the present municipality of Jerusalem
Sweden and  Uruguay)  and  a  Minority  plan  supported (1947) with all its ancient and modern quarters, added to
by representatives of (India, Iran and Yugosluvakia) [14]. it the adjacent villages, where the village of Abu Deesis at
The majority plan included the rise of an Arab state and the extreme point in the east, Bethlehem is at the extreme
another Jewish and existence of an international territory point in the south, Ein-karm is at the extreme point in the
and it is that consists of (Jerusalem and Bethlehem and its west and Shu’f’at is at  the  extreme  point  in  the  north.
quarters) and all of the Arab state and the Jewish and the And the Guardianship Council undertakes laying a
international states will be members in an economic union detailed constitution for the city within five months from
during a transitional period for two years, begins from confirming the present project, including protecting the
September 1 , 1947 in condition that Britain runs this spiritual and   religious   interests  and  supporting  thest

union. And after the termination of this period both the soul of  cooperation  among  all  inhabitants  of the  city.
Arab and Jewish  states  become  in  dependent  and  the The Guardianship Council endeavors to appoint a
international territory is put under  the  system  of  trustee governor of Jerusalem, responsible in front of the Council
council   and   the   United  Nations  is responsible  [14]. and this selection occurs according to his particular
But the minority plan had recommended to found a federal efficiency without observing the nationality and should
union state after a transitional period under mandate for not be a citizen of any of both states in Palestine. And he
three years and Jerusalem becomes its capital and has the power to take the security arrangements and
comprises two independent municipalities: an Arab organizes special police service, her individuals are
comprises the walled city and the Arab parts out of walls recruited   from   outside   Palestine  to  assist  in  settling
and the other Jewish consists of the Jewish parts out of law and internal  conduct,  especially  to  protect  shrines
walls. And both municipalities will save the public and  holy  places  and  religious  locations  in  the  city.
services such as sewers, fire-station, providing of water, The governor  confirms  representatives  of  both  states,
local transport and telephone services and else [14]. the Arab and the Jewish and they are entrusted to protect

The public institution decided on September 23 , the interests of both states and their people in the city.rd

1947 forming (Ad Hoc) committee for Palestine affairs. And a group of administrative officials assist him and are
This committee started its work by holding meetings with considered international officials and they are as far as
the three parties (Arabs, Jews, English), the discussions possible   chosen   from  inhabitants   of   the   city   and
lasted from September 26 , until November 21  [15]. from the whole Palestine, without any racialth st

The American representative announced on October discrimination. And the very acting units have a local
11 , the support of his country to the majority plan and independence in the area of the city. And the newth

the Soviet representative did the same thing on October municipal units continue in consisting a part of the
23 [16], and the special committee "Ad Hoc", agreed on present municipality of Jerusalem city. The city ofrd

November 25 , upon the division project together with the Jerusalem is disarmamented and announced neutral,th

economic unity, with the majority of twenty five votes for situation preserved and raising any formations or training
thirteen and seventeen abstention [6.8]. And on are not allowed, or any military activity within its limits. 

th

th

th
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The legislative and taxation power will be in hand of the ottoman government due to discriminations or
a secretly elected legislative council, at the basis of convention in Palestine, are invited to give way all these
proportional representation of adult inhabitants of the city rights in reconfirming these traits and mentioned
of Jerusalem, without discrimination from part of the immunities at both states the Arab and the Jewish being
nationality and the constitution gives the governor the founded and also at the city of Jerusalem [14]. The idea of
right in objection against project of laws that contradict the city protection and reserving its sacredness come in
the mentioned verdicts. And an independent jurisdiction the schemes that studied the city and preceded the
rises in the city includes a court of appeal submit to its decision of division, such as (Peel and Woodhead) and
undertaking the inhabitants of the city. the difference here is, that the decision of division did not

Jerusalem enters within the economic union and its concentrate on the idea of finding entrance to the sea
main residence of the economic council isin the area of the connect with the city and it did not confine English only
city. And insures the freedom of trade and finds a and neutrality and unmilitary appeared for the first time in
customs tariff between both states, the western and this decision. And it was indicated indirectly that the
Jewish from one part and Jerusalem from the other. decision is valid for ten years from its start, after that the
Afterwards, the income from customs and other services regime is examined and the inhabitants have the right to
will be divided equally between both states, in condition view the possible modifications. And the importance of
that %15-%10 of the  returns,  should  be  specialized  to this communiqué conceals in leaving the word "possible
Jerusalem. Freedom of crossing is guaranteed for modifications" ambiguous, is the purpose doing rooted
residents in both states the Arab and the Jewish and to modifications or pure simple modifications the decision
citizens of the city, in condition that not violate security. did not indicate to this and appears that the United
The Arabic and Hebro are the formal languages of the city Nations  had  taken  Fitzgerald’s  plan  in  consideration.
and this does not prevent using other languages. And all And both committees of "Peel and Woodhead" did form
residents in Jerusalem become citizens on the basis of the broad-lines of the division decision. 
acting reality, except it they chose the nationality of the
state, in which they were citizens of the city are The Special Municipal Commissioner and the
guaranteed to enjoy human rights and basic freedoms. International Mediator: Activity about Jerusalem Issue
And no action that hinders, or interferes in religious increased in the World Security Council. For it appointed
institutions activity is being done, or charity associations a working committee consists of (Australia, China, France,
for all schools of religious law. Enough elementary and Mexico, Britain and America) to do arough Copy of
secondary education is guaranteed for both sects the Jerusalem regime. The committee chose the American
Arab and Jewish, each by his language. Freedom of “B.Gering chairperson and the British”. Sir A. Burns vice
reaching the holy places is insured. Places and buildings chair person and the French H. Laurentie reporter of the
are preserved and also religious places. And no any tax is committee  [15].  This  committee  faced  great  handicaps,
collected from any sacred place, building or any religious the most important of which was electing the legislative
location was free from it at time the city was rised council in Jerusalem, for it was the Pillar of discrepancy
described as international. between the Arabs and the Jews.So Gerig "submitted a

The constitution laid by the Council of Guardianship settlement" in which he suggested a council consists of
in light of previous principles starts to be put into force at forty members, eighteen of the Arabs are elected and
a time not surpassing the first of October, 1948 and its eighteen of the Jews, one or two from non-Arabs or Jews
validity in the beginning during ten years, except the and the rest two members will be elected largely from all
Council of Guardianship views obligation of reviewing elects  by  six  of   the   inhabitants   who   are   candidated
these referees as short as possible and must review the by the governor from the non-Arab or Jewish group [15].
whole regime by the Council of Guardianship at the The American delegate Warren Austin submitted a
termination of the period, in light of the acquired trials suggestion to the Security Council on March 19 , 1948
through this period of work, at that the residents of the demanding the Secretary General to hold a special session
city have the freedom in announcing by questionnaire of to discuss the possibility of laying all Palestine under the
their wish in possible modifications on the city regime. temporary Guardianship, until finding the peaceful
And was mentioned in part four of the decision that states settlement and that means canceling the division
whose people had formerly enjoyed the traits and resolution [8]. The Arabs rejoiced this resolution and the
consular immunities, which were granted to them during Jews were displeased and the Jewish agency considered

th
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this resolution a retreat in  the  United  States  Stand  [8]. to appoint a special municipal commissioner for Jerusalem.
The last justified its standof retreat from division that the Demanded from the Council of Guardianship to study
covenant does not justify executing it by force. But the together with the Mandate power and the concerned
strongest incentive was her fear of the Soviet Unions parties the suitable procedures to protect the city of
attempt of participation in executing the division as great Jerusalem and her inhabitants and to be raised to the
state and considering Palestine a leaning spot in the General Assembly as short as possible suggestions of
Middle East through this execution. And the delegate of this affair and the General Assembly adopted this
the Soviet Union, Gromyko accused America attempting resolution in its session No. 134 (thirty five members with
to bury the plan of division and transforming Palestine the resolution, seventeen abstention and no one did
into an Englo-American base under the covering of the oppose it) [14]. 
General Secretariat [8]. The political argument in the The American Harold Evans was appointed governor
International Organization about Jerusalem and Palestine of the  city  of  Jerusalem  on  May  11   and  appointing
transformed into the subject of truce, of which America Dr. Paplo Azcarote vice-chairperson of him. He was a
demanded by the Security Council and so the special member of the committee of the United Nations for
session of the General Institution was held on April 16 Palestine. Harlod Evans cleared that he will not deliver histh

and agreed on the truce unanimously [6,8]. duties until security is restored in the city, the first stayed
The life of Jerusalem was submitted to the security in Cairo and the second went to Jerusalem and remained

council on April 19 . There were two suggestions, one of there till June 6 , 1948 and submitted his report to Harlodth

them American, ordering to put Jerusalem under the Evans, who paid a visit to the city afterwards for a number
temporary Guardianship with reserving law and order, of days, then resigned, because the Arabs and the Jews
another French ordering to direct sending officials of the did not cooperate with him [15] and after that the position
United Nations to Jerusalem in addition to international of the special Municipal Commissioner disappeared.
protecting force of about one thousand persons. The two The General Assembly decided on May 14 , 1948
suggestions were rejected by both the Arabs and the sending an international mediator to Palestine and Head
Jews [8]. of the Swedish Red Cross Organization was appointed

The truce committee consisted of the representatives (Count Folke Bernadette), the General Assembly
of the member states in the Security Council, who have entrusted him to do a number of duties, the most
consular representatives in Jerusalem (America, France important of which were:
and Belgium) the job of this committee was to assist the Protection of Holy Places, buildings, religious
security council in executing the decision of the council locations and cooperation with the committee of truce,
[6].   The   assembly  decision  mentioned  the  following appointed by the Security Council and insure performing
"The General Assembly considering keeping security and the necessary public services for the safety of Palestine
order in Jerusalem an urgent issue means the United inhabitants and to raise monthly reports about the
Nations as a whole, decides to demand from the Council progress of his works [6]. 
of Guardianship to study with the mandate power and Bernadotte submitted on June 27 , 1948 his
concerned parties, the suitable procedures to protect the suggestions for the settlement between the Arabs and the
city of Jerusalem and her inhabitants and to be raised to Jews. It orders to form a union consisted of two parts,
the general Assembly, at as short as possible time in this Arabic and Jewish and cleared that Jerusalem is located in
affair [14]. The committee of truce cleared to the security the  heart  of   the   Arab   region   and   no   one  objects
council on May 1 . 1948 that the situation is worse and in putting her under international supervision, therefore,st

gets out of control, where departments of the government her seclusion will cause very big difficulties and
close and the daily activities are always stopped [6]. suggested to combine the city to Arabs and their state

The British Delegation Proposed to appoint a neutral and the Jews have decentralized administration in her [18]
person as a special municipal commissioner (governor) on And Bernadette said: " I have to clarify my intentions in
May 3 . accepted by the Arabs and the Jews before the relation to the future procedures, for the suggestionsrd

termination of the Mandate on May 15 , 1948. And it may submitted here or any other suggestions resulted fromth

be done through the British High Commissioner in interaction with these suggestions were saving the basis
Jerusalem  [8].  And   the   General   Assembly   of   the of discussion. I will continue discussion as  long  as  it  is
United   Nations   issued   its   resolution  No.  187 necessary and was beneficial. But if these suggestions
(Exceptional Round-2) on May 6 , 1948 a recommendationth

th

th

th

th

were rejected as a basis of discussion,  the  matter  means
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that is hopeless to occur, for I will send a report with the the accessibility of reaching them in accordance with the
complete circumstance of the Security Council and I will acting rights and the historical practice and obligation of
feel with freedom to submit any deductions to the security subjugating the arrangements done for this purpose of
Council I consider them appropriate [18]. the United Nations supervisions. And the committee of

Bernadotte went to New York and orally addressed reconciliation should, at submitting to the General
the Security Council and demanded apromt ceasefire and Assembly in its fourth round its detailed suggestions,
disarmament of Jerusalem from arms and sending peace concerning a permanent world order to Jerusalem area,
forces to protect sacred places and guaranteeing the right include recommendations concerning the holy places exist
of return to those who ran away from their houses from in this area and obligation of demanding the political
Arabs [18]. And the Arabs agreed upon his suggestions, authorities in the concerned territories to submit suitable
meanwhile the Jews escaped from that. He had been formal guarantees of what is related to protecting the
assassinated on September 17th, 1948 and general public places to agree upon them. Due to the connection
Lundstrom, the personal representative of the mediator, of Jerusalem area with three worldly religions. This area,
announced that the assassination was planned and including the present municipality of Jerusalem, added to
Dr.Ralph Bunche, who became the acting mediator said her, the villages and the adjacent centers, the farthest of
that this work had aimed the person of the mediator and which to the east is the village of Abu Dees, the farthest
the power of the United Nations [6]. of which to the south is the city of Bethlehem, the farthest

New suggestions by Bernadotte were published after of which to the west is the village of Ein Karem and the
his assassination on September 20 , 1948 calling for farthest of which to the north is shu’fat, they shouldth

putting Jerusalem under the direct domination of the enjoy a special treatment separated from the treatment of
United Nations with saving actual protection of the Arab Palestine territories and they should be put under the
inhabitants and the Jews and the necessity of available actual control of the United Nations [14]. 
protection of the holy places and accessibility of reaching And it is demanded from the Security Council to have
them. And it seems that the change in his stand was new arrangements aiming at insuring disarmament in the
because of the successes achieved by the Israelis on land city of Jerusalem as short as possible and the General
[8]. And Britain had agreed upon them and the American Assembly issues her instructions to the reconciliation
Foreign Minister, George Marshall described them that committee to submit detailed suggestions concerning a
they were right and just [8]. And the American President, permanent world order for Jerusalem area, to the General
Trueman encouraged and supported them and sent to Assembly, insures for each of both distinguished parties,
Marshall defending what he said [16]. the highest limit of local self-government in harmony with

The International Reconciliation Committee and reconciliation committee is entrusted with appointing a
Jerusalem: The General Assembly was held in its third representative of the United Nations, Cooperates with the
round in autumn, 1948 and the Israeli forces had occupied local authorities in what concerns with the temporary
the western Jerusalem with all her Arabic quarters and the administration of Jerusalem area. And the General
Jordanian forces dominated the ancient Jerusalem and in Assembly decided the obligation of granting all
her all the holy places. And before the year 1948 inhabitants of Palestine the highest limit of the possible
terminates, the United Nations issued the resolution No. freedom   to reach   to   the  city  of  Jerusalem  by  land,
194 on December 11 , 1948, including organizing a by railways and by air that is until the governments andth

reconciliation committee related to the United Nations and the concerned authorities reach an Agreement and more
deciding the situation of Jerusalem in a Permanent detailed arrangements. And issues her instructions to the
international order and grant the refugees, the right of reconciliation committee to inform the Security Council
return back home, through which these procedures can promptly about and attempt to hinder reaching to the city
achieve peace in Palestine in  the  future,   this   committee from any party, that so as the council takes the necessary
was formed of three states, they are: (France, Turkey and arrangements [14]. And issues her instructions to the
America) and the decision of the committee concerning reconciliation committee to work on finding arrangements
Jerusalem was what follows. among governments and concerned authorities to exert

The General Assembly decides the obligation of efforts to facilitate the economic development of the area,
protecting the holy places, including Al-Naserah and the including holding agreements and contracts concerning
religious locations and buildings in Palestine and insuring reaching  to   the  harbors  and   airports   and   using

the special world order of Jerusalem area. And the
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transport-means and communications. The formal politics viewed that she is unable to solve the conflict
residence of the reconciliation committee is in Jerusalem through the previous committees indicated, she
and the responsible authorities about keeping order in transferred the whole issue to the United Nations, so that
Jerusalem, are demanded to have all necessary the project takes its legislative attribute.
arrangements to insure the committee safety. And the The Arabs rejected the resolution issued by the
secretary general presents a limited number of guards to United Nations that concerned the city of Jerusalem, of
protect the officials of the committee and her role. division, or internationalization and so did the Jews too,

And the reconciliation committee is entrusted to so the decision of the concerned committees went in vain.
submit periodical reports about the development of the The result of this rejection was the break out of the 1948
situation to the secretary general and in turn he submits war, in which the Jordanian Arab Army undertook the job
it to the Security Council and members of the United of defending the lands of the sacred city, but the Israeli
Nations organization. And she calls governments and excellence over the whole Arab states that participated in
concerned authorities all to cooperate with the the  war  and  at  most  of  its  necessaries,  stood  erect
reconciliation committee and to take all possible barrier  against  surrender  of  Jerusalem  to certain party.
arrangements to assist in executing the present resolution So, Israel could defeat the Arab armies together and
[14]. divided  the city  by  compulsion  on  the  battle  field,

In spite of that the Zionist movement had formally where Jordan dominated the eastern part of the city and
announced its acceptance of the general assembly of the Israel occupied the rest part of it. 
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